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In each issue of The Dental Assistant, we seek to 
bring you ideas and pointers that will enhance your 
practice, both in terms of patient care and practice 

management. This issue gives you both—including 
guidelines for ensuring your waterlines are safe, using 
personal protective equipment to prevent infection, 
and tips on volunteering to feed your soul and your 
career.   

Kelley Birschbach of ProEdge Dental Water suggests 
three important steps for keeping your dental waterlines 
free from bacteria. As she accurately points out, 
dental assistants often shoulder most of the infection 
control responsibilities in the dental practice. “Doctors, 
hygienists, and especially patients rely on you to 
make sure each visit is as safe as possible,” she says. 
Dental waterlines can be a significant danger lurking 
in the office. In fact, since 2015, nearly 100 confirmed 
cases of infection linked directly to dental waterline 
contamination have been reported. It’s important to 
know the science to ensure your patients are safe. 

Speaking of infection control, in this issue’s special 
continuing education section, we offer resources from 
OSAP’s Infection Control: In Practice publication. Earn 
continuing education credit while you learn about the 
importance of personal protective equipment, such 
as alcohol hand-rubs, protective eyewear, and surgical 
masks. “An effective infection control program hinges 
on the understanding of the what, the why, and the 
how of the preventive policies and procedures as well 
as techniques that enhance compliance,” according to 
OSAP.

Taking a look at soft skills, Natalie Kaweckyj, 
ADAA immediate past president, extols the virtues 
of volunteering, both professionally and personally. 
“Volunteerism is excellent for your mind, body, and soul, 
providing many benefits for mental and physical health,” 
she says. “Volunteering helps counteract the effects of 
anger, anxiety, and daily stress. The social contact aspect 
of helping and working with others can have a profound 
effect on your overall psychological well-being. Nothing 

relieves stress better than a meaningful connection 
to another person working towards something you 
are passionate about.” Volunteering also presents an 
opportunity to engage with your professional peers and 
advance your career and expertise, she notes. Stepping 
up to serve with ADAA is a great place to start. 

Also in this issue, we introduce the newest Fellowship 
and Mastership recipients. Fellowship and Mastership 
in ADAA offers and excellent opportunity further your 
career. To become a Fellow of the ADAA, you must be an 
active member and then accrue 300 hours of continuing 
education credit. Those who have already achieved the 
CDA credential are halfway to achieving Fellowship and 
automatically receive 150 hours of credit upon enrolling. 
Non-CDAs holding RDA status from a state may apply for 
RDA credit, which may be awarded on a state-by-state 
basis. Those RDA hours cannot be credited in addition 
to CDA hour awards. Mastership in ADAA is the next 
move in professional achievement for ADAA Fellows. 
Your challenge in approaching Mastership will include 
the expansion of topics studied for the Fellowship 
program with an emphasis on new dentistry technology. 
Congratulations to the 2018 Fellows and Masters. 

Lastly, this issue’s From the Archives shows just how 
far dental assisting has come since 1938 in terms of 
educational requirements, respect in the workplace, and 
expanding roles. 

Remember, The Dental Assistant journal always needs 
you! We want your article ideas and manuscripts. 
Wouldn’t you like to see your name in print? Send your 
query to me at abrady@adaausa.org.  

Editor’s Desk

Angela Hickman
Managing Editor
The Dental Assistant

Tips You Didn’t Know You Needed
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I am humbled as I begin this next chapter of my life. 
I did not arrive at this spot without soul searching, 
being mentored, and oftentimes being told this is 

not where I needed to be at this time in my life. I’d like 
to thank some leaders who have shaped me. First, I’d 
like to thank Kathy Zweig. From the first time I met 
you when you were president, you have inspired and 
encouraged me. Janet Meine, Amy Reed, and Susan 
Speer, you made being a member of the ADAA fun. 
We laughed, we cried, we hugged one another. We 
have all gone separate ways now. Janet Meine is now 
head of IT for Colorado State University fund raising. 
She uses her multi-tasking skills to assist all students. 
Amy Reed is still challenging me but as a peer teaching 
in Colorado Springs, and Susan Speer is president of 
Speer Associates, assisting practices with growth and 
development.   

Carla Schneider and Pat White said to dream, and 
dream I did. Cindy Bradley, without realizing it, gave me 
a gift by saying, “No, you are not doing the job you need 
to do as a trustee.” She chose another person to be the 
trustee when we had a tie for my second term. It was a 
very wise decision. Without actually knowing, she knew 
that I needed to be with my children during my divorce. 
Natalie Kaweckyj and Claudia Pohl believed in me when 
I had self-doubts the second time around when I agreed 
to be the 11th District trustee again. Thank you for 
believing in me. 

The one thing I can share with all of you is that over 
the last 35 years, the ADAA has challenged me to be a 
better dental assistant, a better person, and a better 
leader.

A leader has to be willing to make difficult decisions, 
knowing everyone may not approve of the decision but 
it is the best decision at the time. A leader has to listen. 
I have learned over the past 8 years to listen first and 
then share, to ask for clarifications and to share opinions 
without being unkind. This last statement is a work in 
progress for me.

This year, I am asking every member of this 
association to be a leader—to be a leader in their 

practice, their classroom, and in their local, state, and 
national association. Yet how can you be a leader in your 
practice when you may have an office manager or the 
dentist is the boss. First and foremost, a leader knows 
when to lead and when to follow. For those of you in 
practice, who is the first to notice that the patient is 
upset? Normally, it is the clinical assistant. You are the 
leader in this instance. You ask, you listen, you share 
what needs to be shared with the doctor. You are being 
a leader. You see that infection control procedures are 
not up to standard. You demonstrate what needs to be 
done, you encourage others to follow your example, and 
perhaps you do go to the supervisor as a last resort.

In the classroom, your leadership skills are what 
makes the classroom come alive. You encourage your 
students to learn, to grow, and to become the best 
dental assistant possible. How do you take those 
leadership skills outside of the classroom? Do you 
participate in workshops to improve your teaching 
techniques? Do you model professional behavior for 
both your students and your peers? If not, why not?

At your local association, do you sit with your peers 
and forget the newcomers? It is time to break out of this 
mold and meet and greet new members. My daughter 
and I belong to an Italian women’s service organization. 
We have only belonged for a year, but the president, 
treasurer, and the secretary went out of their way 
to make us feel welcome for the first four months of 
belonging. They sat next to us during meals, they shared 
stories about their families and the organization, and 
they made us believe we belonged. Are you doing this at 
both your local and state meetings? If not, why not? To 
grow, we must reach out to new members to encourage 
them to join us.

At the national level, we will be taking steps to 
develop leadership skills for the entire board. We will 
be meeting monthly for an hour to an hour and half to 
discuss articles that we will have read ahead of time. We 
will begin to know one another as individuals and not 
just the trustee from California or New York. The idea 
of being a leader and moving the profession of dental 

President’s Page
Jan DeBell, CDA, MS, BS
President 2018-2019
American Dental Assistants Association

Turning the Page on a New Chapter
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assisting ahead is not an easy journey. I will admit that I 
wanted to work towards mandatory credentialing for all 
dental assistants, but realized it would not happen if we 
are not leaders in our profession first.  

Are you a leader who wants to move forward in the 
association? What will you do to move us forward in 
your area of expertise? Are you a leader who is afraid of 
change? Well, welcome to the group. Even the individual 
who wants change is just as afraid as those who want the 
status quo. Neither one knows what the future holds. For 
some, that is energizing; for others, it is terrifying. Which 
one are you?

Are you a leader who knows that it is time to step 
aside and allow someone else to step up? What if they 
do it differently than we have done before? What will 
happen to my opinion if I’m not in charge? Again, I return 
to the Potenza Lodge, where those Italian women are 
finally tired of the men telling them what to do and 
then not appreciating it. Needless to say, with the help 
of three young members, those women over 70 wrote 
a letter to the men telling them that things need to 
change. Those 70-years-olds were so glad to have the 
young 30-year-olds stand by them as the president of the 
women’s organization read the letter to the men. This 
is an example that I believe all of us can follow in this 
association. A leader knows when to step aside and begin 
mentoring future leaders.

A mentor is a leader. I have been mentored by many 
individuals, including previous past presidents and 
trustees. I found my voice through this mentoring. I was 
also mentored by my partner in crime at work. She is 
someone who will not make a decision without input 
from those who will be affected by the decision. She is 
also the one who would come to me and say “I have an 
idea.” Guess what that meant? I got to run with her idea 
and make it a reality. Likewise, I did the same thing to 
her. The college knew that when she and I put our heads 

together anything was possible for us to accomplish. 
Who is your mentor? Who have you mentored? 

As a leader, you follow through on assignments. For 
some it means, doing it right away, for others, like me, 
procrastination is the motto and need a deadline to 
finish assignments. Please know that even though I may 
procrastinate, the final project has been in the process 
mentally for weeks.

I am asking you as members of this association that 
if you have an idea, share it with your state president, 
your trustee, or one of the officers. As an association, 
we are only as strong as our members and I believe our 
members are strong and dedicated. 

The future of ADAA rests on your leadership skill,  
so are you ready to move those leadership skills  
forward?  

Turning the Page on a New Chapter 
continued

As an association, we are only 
as strong as our members and I 
believe our members are strong 

and dedicated. 
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As a dental assistant, you are not just the glue 
of the office, you’re the protector. Often, 
you shoulder most of the infection control 

responsibilities. Doctors, hygienists, and especially 
patients rely on you to make sure each visit is as safe 
as possible. One of those areas you’re called on to 
protect is in dental unit waterlines.  

Since 2015, there have been nearly 100 confirmed 
cases of infection linked directly to dental waterline 
contamination. Most notably was the outbreak in 
Anaheim, California, where 72 healthy children, ages 
2-12, were infected with mycobacterium abscessus, 
a similar bacteria to those causing tuberculosis and 
leprosy. Children lost permanent teeth, were prescribed 
heavy doses of antibiotics, and many required surgery 
to remove parts of their jaw. Multiple practices were 
permanently closed, lawsuits were filed, and long-
built reputations were ruined. The aftermath received 
national news coverage, including on CNN, NPR, and 
Good Morning America.

The problem wasn’t that the offices involved in these 

situations didn’t care, but that they didn’t know the 
science. 

Dental waterlines don’t just contain bacteria, 
they’re the perfect environment for its growth. The 
narrow plastic tubing of waterlines contains billions 
of microscopic bores on its surface area, which helps 
bacteria attach, bundle, and mature (R-Tech Dental). Its 
slow flow rate and long periods of stagnation make the 
environment more characteristic of a pond collecting 
scum than a river filled with fresh water rapids.

When water does flow, i.e., when an instrument 
like the air-water syringe is engaged, water with new 
bacteria reinforcements enters and stagnant water 
moves a few inches down the line to carry bacteria to 
spread and multiply. 

Put simply, bacteria never quits. That means treating 
dental unit waterlines is never done either. 

It’s a battle you can win, however, and patients count 
on it. To win, follow the three necessary aspects of every 
effective dental waterline maintenance protocol.

Water Safety 
Three essential steps to ensuring your dental waterlines are bacteria-free 

By Kelley Birschbach
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1. Shock Your Waterlines
Research shows that every waterline maintenance 
protocol needs an effective shocking component to 
consistently exceed the guideline set by the Centers for 
Disease Control (CDC) for safe water: less than or equal 
to 500 CFU/mL. And the reason for this goes back to the 
science.

To “shock” your waterlines means to run a high-
level disinfectant (such as bleach, hydrogen peroxide, 
or large amounts of chlorine, silver, etc.) through your 
waterlines. These powerful antimicrobial agents are 
able to kill and/or remove bacteria from your waterlines 
completely so that you can start from zero. However, 
because these disinfectants are potent disinfectants, 
they’re unsafe for patient contact. They must be used 
only at weekly or monthly intervals and must be 
completely removed from the lines before treating 
patients. 

Consider the following three recommendations for 
when to shock your waterlines:
• Shock before first beginning a treatment protocol or 

when changing treatment products (i.e., before you 
start using a new box of tablets or installing a new 
straw). 

• At least every quarter (90 days). 
• When your waterline test reveals a contamination 

level of 200 CFU/mL or more. 
How to shock depends on the product you chose. 

Always check with your dental unit manufacturer first, 
but there are a few dental-specific shock products 
available or a 1:13 diluted bleach solution has also 
been accepted if left in waterlines for no longer than 10 
minutes. 

2. Use a Proven Continuous Waterline Treatment 
While shocking your waterlines effectively clears them of 
bacteria, studies show that without relying on a proven 
treatment solution to maintain that purity, biofilm can 
regrow inside your waterlines to 400 times the 500 CFU/
mL standard in just four days.1 That is why a continuous 
treatment product is recommended. 

A continuous, or daily, treatment product is one 
that is continuously inside the lines to fight incoming 
bacteria. These products contain low-level antimicrobials 
that maintain clean lines while also being safe for use 
during patient treatment. 

A variety of products are available, but not every 
product proves effective in real-world practices. 
Researchers John A. Molinari, PhD, and Nancy Dewhirst, 
RDH, found that on average, 31 percent of treated 
dental waterlines fail to meet the CDC’s standard for 
safe water. Some fail considerably more. While each 
treatment type can be effective, Molinari and Dewhirst 
concluded that “The data show that periodic shocking 
combined with daily antimicrobial treatment yielded 
the highest pass rate (88%) and appears to be the most 
reliable long-term protocol.”2

3. Regularly Test for Assurance 
Because every treatment type can fail, it’s important that 
your office regularly test its waterlines as recommended 
by the CDC, American Dental Association (ADA), and 
Organization for Safety, Asepsis, and Prevention (OSAP). 
This is the only method to ensure your treatment 
protocol is actually delivering safer water to patients.

To test, your office has two options: mail-in water test 
services and in-office waterline tests. 

In-office waterline tests are designed to be a little 
more economical and time-saving. They are great for 
giving a practice a baseline for the current safety status 
of each waterline. However, these tests have been found 
to be less reliable than laboratory testing. They may not 
have the neutralization methods necessary for accurate 

Water Safety 
continued
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results and are prone to errors. Many industry leaders 
recommend that in-office waterline tests should be used 
in conjunction with validated laboratory testing (mail-in).

Via your office’s product supply company you can 
purchase mail-in dental waterline testing kits from 
laboratories. Labs send your office a complete waterline 
kit with everything necessary to take samples, keep 
them viable, and return ship overnight. 

Usually, laboratory testing uses advanced technology, 
trained specialists, and scientific methods to ensure 
accurate results. They also provide independent safety 
reports that can be assets if an office is inspected by 
regulatory agencies or if patients ever ask questions.

While testing should be conducted regularly, there 
are two rules of thought about what “regular” means. 
One is that dental offices should follow the dental 
treatment product manufacturer’s recommendations, 
but this can range from monthly to, shockingly, never. 
OSAP, an advocacy organization for oral healthcare 
safety and infection-free treatment, recommends testing 
monthly until passing results are consistent for three 
consecutive months and then quarterly.

Ultimately, waterline maintenance comes down 
to a dedication to patient safety. It’s no one’s favorite 
thing. But when a patient sits in your chair, he or she 
is trusting dental professionals to practice with great 

knowledge, skill, and care. 
We encourage your office to treat thoroughly and test 

regularly. Do your research and understand the risks. 
When you do, you’ll be living up to the call to protect 
your patients and practice.  

Works Cited
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Kelley Birschbach is waterline safety specialist with 
ProEdge Dental Water Labs in Centennial, CO. Reach her 
at kelleyb@proedgedental.com. For more information, visit 
www.ProEdgeDental.com.
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Volunteering offers fundamental help to people 
in need, worthwhile causes, and the community, 
but the benefits can also extend to you, the 

volunteer. Volunteering and helping others can help 
you reduce stress, combat depression, enhance your 
career, keep you mentally stimulated, and provide 
a sense of purpose. While it’s true that the more 
you volunteer, the more benefits you’ll experience, 
volunteering doesn’t have to involve a long-term 
commitment or take a huge amount of time out of your 
busy day. Giving in even simple ways can help others in 
need and improve your health and happiness.    

Volunteerism is excellent for your mind, body, and 
soul, providing many benefits for mental and physical 
health. Volunteering helps counteract the effects of 
anger, anxiety, and daily stress. The social contact aspect 
of helping and working with others can have a profound 
effect on your overall psychological well-being. Nothing 
relieves stress better than a meaningful connection to 
another person working towards something you are 
passionate about. 

Volunteerism brings fun and fulfillment to your 
life while at the same time expanding your horizons. 
Volunteering is a fun and easy way to explore your 
interests and passions. Doing volunteer work that 
you find meaningful and interesting can be a relaxing, 
energizing escape from your day-to-day routine of 
work, school, or family commitments. Volunteering 
also provides you with renewed creativity, motivation, 
and vision that can carry over into your personal and 
professional life. 

Consider the many personal benefits of volunteering:
• Volunteering helps fight depression and makes 

you happy. Volunteerism keeps you in regular 
contact with others and helps you develop a solid 
support system, which in turn protects you against 
depression. Being helpful to others delivers immense 
pleasure to oneself. Human beings are hard-wired to 
give to others; the more we give, the happier we feel. 

• Volunteering increases self-confidence and 
builds leadership skills. Volunteerism gives you 
opportunities to further yourself on so many levels. 
You are doing good deeds for others, perhaps for 
the community or your profession, which provides 
a natural sense of accomplishment. Your role as 

a volunteer can also give you a sense of pride and 
identity. It can be a stepping stone to bigger and 
better opportunities. The better you feel about 
yourself, the more likely you are to have a positive 
view of your life and future goals on your personal 
and professional life.

• Volunteering provides a sense of purpose. Whatever 
your age or life situation, volunteerism can help take 
your mind off your own worries, keep you mentally 
stimulated, and add more passion to your life. For 
many newly starting out in their careers, this is a 
great opportunity to meet like-minded individuals 
with common goals. Studies conducted by various 
researchers have found that those who volunteer 
have a lower mortality rate than those who do not 
participate. Volunteerism gives you ways to easily 
cope with everyday tasks, less likelihood to develop 
high blood pressure, and strengthens your thinking 
skills through problem solving. 

• Volunteering connects you to others, advances 
your network, and gets you involved. One of the 
best ways to make new professional connections 
and reinforce existing relationships is to commit to 
a shared activity together. Volunteerism is a great 
way to meet new people, especially if you are new 
to an area or newly entered into the dental assisting 
profession. It strengthens your ties to the community 
and broadens your professional support network, 
exposing you to people with common interests and 
career goals, and fun and fulfilling activities.

• Volunteering helps you increase your social and 
relationship skills. Some people are naturally 
outgoing, while others are shy and have a hard 
time meeting new people, especially when new to a 
profession. Volunteerism gives you the opportunity 
to practice and develop your social skills, since 
you are meeting regularly with a group of people 
with common interests. Once you have it down, it’s 
easier to branch out and make more friends and 
professional contacts.

• Volunteering can advance your career and help 
you grow. Volunteerism gives you the opportunity 
to practice important skills used in the workplace, 
such as teamwork, communication, conflict 
resolution, project planning, task management, 

Give Back and Get Back 
Volunteering not only aids people and organizations in need, it also  
supports a healthier and happier you

By Natalie Kaweckyj, LDA, RF, CDA, CDPMA, COA, COMSA, CPFDA, CRFDA, MADAA, BA
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and organization. You might feel more comfortable 
stretching your wings at work once you’ve polished 
these skills in a volunteer position first.

• Volunteering helps you gain career experience 
and increase your skill set. Communication, writing, 
speaking, and thinking long-range are just some of 
the skills we hone through volunteerism, especially 
when volunteering with the ADAA.
When it comes to volunteering, passion and positivity 

are the only requirements needed. While learning new 
skills can be beneficial to many, it’s not a requirement 
for a fulfilling volunteer experience. Bear in mind that 
the most valuable skills you can bring to any volunteer 
effort are compassion, an open mind, a willingness to do 
whatever is needed, and a positive attitude. 

ADAA is always looking for member volunteers—from 
serving as officers and committee members on local 
and state organizations, to serving as a member of the 
Board of Trustees, the PDAEF Board of Directors, or 
on a national council or subcommittee. ADAA also has 
opportunities for article writing, course development, 
and public speaking. Take the initiative and volunteer 
for something new. To learn more about volunteer 
opportunities with ADAA, please contact jaykasper@
adaausa.org.  

Natalie Kaweckyj, LDA, RF, CDA, CDPMA, COA, COMSA, CPF-
DA, CRFDA, MADAA, BA, is ADAA’s immediate past  
president. Reach her at nkaweckyj@adaausa.org. 

Give Back and Get Back 
continued

WORLD-CLASS HEALTH CAREWORLD-CLASS HEALTH CARE
FIRST-RATE BENEFITSFIRST-RATE BENEFITS

Practice alongside other highly skilled civilian and 
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that can only be found in the Civilian Corps.
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 • Potential Recruitment Bonuses
 • Flexible Schedules
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Army Medicine Civilian Corps 
employees are NOT subject to
military requirements such as 

“boot camp,” enlistments, or 
deployments.

Army Medicine Civilian Corps 
employees are NOT subject to
military requirements such as 

“boot camp,” enlistments, or 
deployments.

Department of Defense is an 
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Department of Defense is an 
equal opportunity employer.

Dr. Karen P. | Dental AssistantDr. Karen P. | Dental Assistant

CivilianMedicalJobs.com/DentalCivilianMedicalJobs.com/Dental
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✂
ANSWER SHEET

Name: 

Address: 

City/State/Zip: 

Daytime Phone: 

TEAM HUDDLE:  UNDERSTANDING THE RESPONSIBILITY OF INFECTION PREVENTION AND 
CONTROL - 1 credit
Select one answer per question.

1. A B C D  6. A B C D  

2. A B C D  7. A B C D  

3. A B C D  8. A B C D  

4. A B C D  9. A B C D 

5. A B C D  10. A B C D  

TO RECEIVE CE CREDIT FOR THE COURSE
If you are a member of ADAA, please enclose a check in  
the amount of $10 payable to ADAA to cover the cost of  
grading and processing. If you are not an ADAA member,  
please enclose a check in the amount of $15 payable to  
ADAA to cover the cost of grading and processing. 

The return envelope with the Answer Sheet must be postmarked by Jan. 31, 2019, in order for the  
post-test to be graded. All post-tests received not postmarked by, or received after, Jan. 31, 2019,  
will not be graded.

PLEASE MAIL THE COMPLETED ANSWER SHEET AND A  
SELF-ADDRESSED/SELF-STAMPED ENVELOPE TO:
AMERICAN DENTAL ASSISTANTS ASSOCIATION

140 N Bloomingdale Road
Bloomingdale, IL 60108-1017

QUESTIONS? CONTACT: 877.874.3785

CIRCLE ONE:
Member /  NonMember
Membership#: 
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COURSE EVALUATION

We would love to hear your thoughts on course TEAM HUDDLE:  UNDERSTANDING THE 
RESPONSIBILITY OF INFECTION PREVENTION AND CONTROL

Please take the time to fill out the course evaluation. It helps us in our effort to give you 
the best quality courses available!

Please circle your response to the following statements. (5=Excellent to 1= Poor.)

Please rate the course overall
5 4 3 3 1

Clarity of test questions
5 4 3 2 1

Did this course meet its educational objectives?
Yes No

Would you take another ADAA course?
Yes No

How much time did it take you to finish the course?

 Hrs.  Mins.

Topics that are of interest to you?

1.  

2.  

3.  

Return the evaluation to ADAA with your answer sheet
✂

Dental Assistants Recognition Week
is the time of year when you can demonstrate

the importance of dental assistants.

Show appreciation for yourself, your profession, 
staff, colleagues and friends with gifts from the

American Dental Assistants Association.
This is a great way to increase employee 
morale, along with increasing awareness 

of dental assistants.

LET THEM KNOW THEY
ARE APPRECIATED

MARCH 3-9, 2019

SHOP NOW AT:

www.jimcolemanstore.com/da
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Rely On Us for All Your
Handpiece and

Small Equipment Needs

EXCLUSIVE 
HANDPIECE
TRADE-IN OFFER! 
TRADE IN YOUR OLD 
HANDPIECES,
GET A $100 CREDIT
ON YOUR
NEW HANDPIECE 
PURCHASE!*
Simply send in your old handpiece 
— any brand — with a copy of your 
Henry Schein invoice showing your 
qualifying NEW handpiece purchase.

*All o� ers valid only on items featured
in our 2018 Small Equipment and Handpiece Flyer
*To qualify for a trade-in o� er, send in any handpiece 
along with your Henry Schein invoice dated 
10/8–12/28/18 to Henry Schein Attn: Handpiece
Trade-In O� er, 137 Commercial Street, Suite 300, 
Plainview, NY 11803. Limit 1 handpiece trade-in
per qualifying handpiece purchase. Handpieces
and invoices must be received by 1/14/19.
Credit will be applied to your account for each
qualifying trade-in.   

We carry the largest selection of handpieces and small equipment in the
dental supply industry. Our o� erings include all of the top manufacturers and our 

very own “Satisfaction Guaranteed” Henry Schein Brand. We can even handle
all of your repair needs. Keep your practice humming and your patients smiling!

To view our Small Equipment and
Handpiece Flyer with special discounts and o� ers visit:
www.henryscheindental.com/HandpieceSmallEquipmentSource

18DS8309

October 8– 

December 28

2018

Handpiece &

Small Equipment

Source

Supplies  |  Equipment  |  Practice Management Systems  |  Digital Technology  |  Technical Service  |  Business Solutions

Supplies  |  Equipment  |  Practice Management Systems  |  Digital Technology  |  Technical Service  |  Business Solutions

Contact your Henry Schein Sales Consultant 

or call 1-800-372-4346

© 2018 Henry Schein, Inc. No copying without permission. Not responsible for typographical errors. 18DM8870

18DM8870_DPS_NOV handpiece4.indd   1 10/15/18   2:54 PM
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A standard of professional achievement, the status 
of Fellowship or Mastership in one of America’s 
healthcare organizations is a coveted level of 
professional recognition. The benefits of obtaining 
these credentials are numerous for the practice with 
which you are affiliated and for the dental health care 
consumer, including advanced knowledge leading to 
increased value to your patients and practice, enhanced 
confidence in your dental assisting capabilities, public 
recognition of professional achievement and increased 
self-esteem.

The American Dental Assistants Association offers 
Fellowship and then Mastership within its membership.  
There are two paths to these goals: clinical and business.  

Fellowship is available only to ADAA members and 
only to those who have documented the prescribed 
educational achievements. To obtain Fellowship status, 

a person must complete a minimum of 300 hours of 
continuing education in specific dental topics through a 
combination of lecture, participation, and home study 
courses.

To obtain Mastership status, a member must first 
become an ADAA Fellow.  Candidates will then complete 
400 hours of additional continuing education in a variety 
of advanced subject categories through a combination 
of lecture, participation, and home study courses.  
Mastership candidates must also document hours in 
volunteer community dental service.  

Candidates have 10 years to complete each of the 
Fellowship & Mastership requirements. Congratulations 
to this year’s Masters and Fellows.

If you have any questions about these programs, 
contact Jennifer Porter at jporter@adaausa.org.

Robynn Lynn 
Rixse, AS, CDA, 
EFDA, MADAA
Robynn Rixse has 
been a dental as-
sistant for more 
than 28 years 
and currently 

resides in Landisville, Pennsylvania. 
Rixse earned her associate’s degree 
in 2018 and is working toward her 
bachelor’s degree. She has been 
a member of ADAA since 2005 
and has been very active with the 
Lancaster County DAS and Penn-
sylvania DAA. Rixse is also involved 
in her community and volunteers 
weekly for a local food pantry. 
She is supported by her husband, 
Charles, and their three children, 
Lauren, Brandon, and Morgan.

Jennifer McCarty, 
CDA, RDA, BS, 
MADAA
Jennifer McCa-
rty resides in 
Flint, Michigan, 
and has been 
an ADAA mem-

ber since 2005. McCarty earned 
her bachelor’s degree in business 
administration from the University 
of Michigan. She has been a dental 
assistant for more than 30 years 
and has been employed with Town 
Center Family Dental for 16 years. 
She is active with the Michigan 
Dental Assistants Association as the 
membership chair. McCarty is sup-
ported by children, Krystle Grand-
berry, DMD, and Robin Williams.

Teresa Lynn Rog-
ers, CDA, CPFDA, 
MADAA
Lynn Rogers 
has worked in 
the dental field 
for more than 
26 years. She is 

currently employed (for 7 years) as 
a dental assistant, educator work-
ing with the senior dental students 
from MUSC who rotate through the 
Greenville (South Carolina) Free 
Medical Clinic, and the dental clinic 
coordinator for the free clinic in 
Greenville. She resides in Pelzer, 
South Carolina, and has been an 
active ADAA member since 2008. 
Rogers is the current treasurer of 
the SCDAA & current president of 
the Greenville County DAS. She was 
educated at Greenville Technical 
College and has an associate’s de-
gree in business management. She 
is supported by her two children, 
Michael Joshua Rogers and Mary 
Beth King. 

ADAA Fellowships and Masterships Awarded 

2018 Masters
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2018 Fellows 

Tyler J. Winter, CDA, LDA, RDA, 
FADAA
Tyler J. Winter resides in Lombard, 
Illinois, is a current ADAA member 
(since 2007), and has been a dental 
assistant for more than 12 years. 
Winter received his AAS in dental 
assisting from Minnesota State Com-

munity and Technical College. Winter has been very 
active with the North Dakota DAA as a state represen-
tative, president, past president, and vice president. 
Winter’s accomplishments include receiving the 2017 
Anna Nelson Memorial Award for Editorial Excellence, 
2016 North Dakota Dental Assistant Recognition Award 
for Outstanding Professional Achievement, and the 
2011 ADAA New Member Involvement Award. Winter 
currently serves on the University of Minnesota School 
of Dentistry Continuing Dental Education Advisory 
Committee and has also been involved with his com-
munity working with the Red River Valley Dental Access 
Project and holding offices from 2007 to 2015. 

Jennifer Baune Landwehr, LDA, 
CDA, FADAA
Jennifer Baune Landwehr current-
ly lives in Eden Prairie, Minnesota, 
and has been working in the dental 
field for more than 24 years. She is 
currently employed (for 22 years) 
with Dentistry for Children and Ad-

olescents, located in Edina, Minnesota. Landwehr has 
been a member of ADAA since 2001 and is active in her 
community volunteering for the Mission of Mercy, Girl 
Scouts, and as a Faith Formation teacher. She was edu-
cated at Riverland Technical and Rochester Community 
College, both located in Minnesota. She is supported by 
her husband, Brian, and their two children, Patrick and 
Nora. 

Elizabeth A. Moyer, CDA, CDPMA, 
EFDA, FADAA   
Elizabeth A. Moyer, who resides in 
Snow Hill, Maryland, has been in-
volved in the field of dentistry for 27 
years and is currently employed (for 
more than 14 years) with Greg Felt-
housen, DDS, MS, LLC, as an office 

manager. Moyer’s husband, Jack, and their children, 
Kenton, Shannon, and John, have all been her source 
of encouragement and support during her professional 
journey. A member of the ADAA since 2007, she has 
also been involved with the Eastern Maryland DAA as 
a past president. She is active in her community as the 
executive director of the Snow Hill Area Chamber of 
Commerce, has participated in the Mission of Mercy, 
and was also an instructor of dental assisting at Wor-
Wic Community College. She was educated at Wor-Wic 
Community College and is attending the University of 
Maryland University College.

Sandra Saunders Parris, CDA, 
FADAA
Sandra Saunders Parris currently 
lives in Sylva, North Carolina, and 
has been working in the dental field 
for 35 years. She is employed with 
East Carolina University as a  
business manager. Parris has  

been a member of ADAA since 2016 and is an active 
member with the Dental Assisting National Board.  
She was educated at Asheville–Buncombe Technical 
Community College and SCC, located in North  
Carolina. She is supported by her two children,  
Katelyn and Drew. 

ADAA Fellowships and Masterships Awarded
continued
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Jessica Lynn Walker, CDA, RDA, 
EFDA, FADAA
Jessica Lynn Walker lives in Col-
lierville, Tennessee, and has been 
working in the dental field for 8 
years. She is currently employed (for 
6 years) with Scott Edwards, DDS, in 
Memphis. Walker has been a mem-

ber of ADAA since 2009 and was educated at Tennessee 
College of Applied Technology in Memphis. Walker’s 
husband, Josh, and their children, Ashlynn and Colton, 
have all been Walker’s source of encouragement and 
support during her professional journey. 

Sherri M. Lewis, CDA, AAOMS, 
FADAA   
Sherri M. Lewis, who resides in Ed-
mond, Oklahoma, has been involved 
in the dentistry field for 40 years and 
is employed (for 36-plus years) with 
the University of Oklahoma College 
of Dentistry as a clinical manager. 

A Life Member of ADAA and a 25-year member of the 
Dental Assisting National Board, Lewis is active with 
the OSDA, serving as president, past president, vice 
president, secretary, and president elect. Lewis has 
also served as the state president of the ODAA and is 
the current immediate past president. She is a former 
Dental Assistant of the Year and was honored with the 
Dental Assistant Service Award in 2013-14. She is also 
active in her community as a volunteer for the Oklaho-
ma Mission of Mercy and a volunteer with the Depart-
ment of Corrections in Oklahoma City. Lewis earned 
her associate degree from Rose State College. She is 
supported by her husband, Troy, and their children, 
Qresta, Kayla, Dante, Jordan, Isaiah, Joshua, and Troy Jr.  

ADAA Fellowships and Masterships Awarded
continued
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From the Archives
The Education of the Dental Assistant

There was a time when nearly all classes of 
work, even of a professional nature, could be 
learned by apprenticeship with those already 

proficient or established in the practice of such 
professionals, but that time has long passed. There are 
people living today who can recall with vividness old 
family physicians whose meager medical education 
was procured in the office of an older practitioner. 
They were gentle, efficient guardians of health for 

their period of time and 
gave to their patients all 
that their education and 
enlightenment demanded. 
Incidentally, that was 
not a great deal. There 
are lawyers living today 
who acquired their legal 
education by reading law 
in the offices of older 
attorneys, and who were 
admitted to the bar 
without the necessity 
of presenting evidence 
of a formal law course 
pursued in a college 
or university. Many of 
these self-educated 
lawyers have made 

remarkable successes, 
and are counted among our most valuable 

citizens. Other professions have gone through 
similar evolutionary stages of growth, including the 
profession of dentistry. It is common knowledge 
that the first dental college was established a little 
less than 100 years ago. Prior to that time, dentists 
learned their craft—for at that time, dentists were 
certainly craftsmen and skilled artisans—by serving 
apprenticeships in the offices or “parlours” of older 
practitioners. These dentists, like their brothers in 
other professional callings, served their own times well, 
but those times are now gone forever. 

 There was a time, not long ago, when all the dental 
assistant needed in order to get a job was a willingness 
to learn by the trial-and-error method in the dentist’s 
office and the ability to subsist, somehow, on starvation 

wages. If she 
caught on 
readily, she got 
the job—and 
it was a job, 
provided she 
did not develop 
a pernicious 
anemia in the 
meantime, 
and provided 
further that her 
personality was 
at least pleasing 
and her physical 
appearance 
added to 
the office 
adornment. That 
era is still with 
us to a certain 
extent, but it, 
too, is rapidly 
passing. The 
dental assistant’s work has, within the last decade or 
so, become such a vitally important adjunct to dental 
practice that good dentists are no longer willing to 
hire a girl who doesn’t know the difference between 
a fire axe and an enamel hatchet. The dentist’s 
time is too precious to permit of his teaching a new 
assistant her work from the ground up—even though 
in some instances she may be asked to wipe off the 
baseboards—and he and his patients demand skilled 
dental assisting from the start. Therefore, it is necessary 
for the dental assistant to secure her training elsewhere, 
if she is going to lay a real foundation for her own 
further advancement.

The need for well-trained dental assistants has 
been recognized by the dental profession, with the 
result that in several dental colleges throughout the 
country, courses are given for dental hygienists and 
dental assistants that equip them for any orthodox 
work required of them in the dental office. In the 
long run, it certainly is best for the dental assistant to 
acquire a knowledge of dental assisting by learning in a 

The following is an excerpt of a presentation by Ralph R. Byrnes, DDS, FACD, before the Alabama State Dental  
Assistants Association on April 11, 1938, and published in the November/December 1938 issue of  
The Dental Assistant journal.
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dental office. While she is doing so, she and her friends 
engaged in similar work can do much toward 
accelerating the learning process and increasing 
their efficiency by meeting in study groups. 

Let us take a look at what is being done in the 
best dental institutions where dental assisting 
and the dental hygienist work are being taught. 
There are approximately 16 dental schools in the 
United States offering courses in oral hygiene 
and dental assisting. No special and separate 
courses are offered for dental assisting alone. 
The general opinion in dental educational circles 
is that the work of the oral hygienist and the 
dental assistant should be combined in one 
course, thereby enabling the young woman to 
graduate to perform any of the various duties 
in a dental office, from prophylaxis to assisting 
the dentist in certain mechanical details of the 
laboratory, such as investing and burning out 
inlays, separating casts, etc. This plan seems 
most logical. It places upon practically the 
same basis all women assistants in the dental 
office, thereby giving to the profession of 
the oral hygienist and the dental assistant a 
greater solidarity and an increased prestige. 
While there will be some dental assistants 
who will prefer a shorter approach to their 
work, the young woman of vision readily 
will see that formal schooling and a diploma 
from a reputable institution will redound 
to her own benefit and enhance her future 
prospects. Just as the dental profession 
grew in importance with advancing 
improvements in the dental school, so will 
the dental assistant’s calling achieve a status 
proportionate to the scope and content of 
her formal training..  

From the Archives 
continued
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ADAA Leadership Elected
ADAA members recently approved the following slate of 
officers. 

2018-2019 President Elect: 
Robynn Rixse, AS, CDA, EFDA, MADAA

2018-2019 Secretary: 
Cathy Roberts, EFDA, MADAA, CDA-Emeritus, CDPMA-
Emeritus, COA-Emeritus, CPFDA-Emeritus

2018-2019 Vice President: 
Betty Fox, AS, CDA, FADAA

2018-2021 2nd District Trustee: 
Mary Beth Sojka, CDA, RDA

2018-2021 3rd District Trustee: 
Fatima Oglesby Morris, RDH, DA

2018-2021 6th District Trustee: 
Jacob Rexing, RDH, EFDA

Lisa Childers, CDA, RDA, BA, was appointed as the  
2018-2021 9th District Trustee. 

Congratulations to the new leaders.

ADA Adopts Policy Discouraging  
Direct-to-Consumer Dental Services
A new policy from the American Dental Association 
(ADA) strongly discourages the practice of direct-to-
consumer (DTC) dental laboratory services because 
of the “potential for irreversible harm to patients.” 
The new policy expands upon a 2017 ADA policy, Do-
It-Yourself Teeth Straightening, to include the sale 
of partial dentures, teeth whitening trays, snoring 
appliances, veneers, and mouth guards, in addition to 
DTC orthodontic services.  

The traditional role of a dental laboratory is to 
manufacture prosthetics and devices at the direction 
of the dentist. The dentist writes a prescription to the 
laboratory customized to the specific clinical needs 
of the patient, citing the materials to be used and any 
special design features requested. 

Recently, however, some laboratories have offered 
to sell such products directly to consumers. Bypassing 
the involvement and oversight of the dentist eliminates 
the dentist’s essential role in diagnosing oral health 
conditions, creating treatment plans to meet those 

needs, and safely managing treatment needs through 
the course of dental care. Self-delivered, unsupervised 
dental treatment, in the view of the ADA, creates the risk 
of damage and irreversible harm to patients.   

Because dental prosthetics, such as aligners, partial 
dentures and snoring appliances are considered 
medical devices by the FDA, the FDA encourages health-
care professionals, as well as consumers, in case of 
problems, to utilize and submit the MedWatch voluntary 
reporting form to help improve safety by bringing 
attention to particular issues. Visit MouthHealthy.org/
DIYdentistry to learn more. 

Paying Office Expenses with Credit Card 
Dental practices interested in improving their cash flows 
might want to consider Plastiq, a service that makes it 
possible to pay nearly any business expense via credit 
card (even to vendors who don’t accept payments via 
credit card). Plastiq is bill pay with benefits, enabling 
business owners and consumers to use a credit card for 
virtually any expense, even ones like rent or business 
supplies that normally require a check. Practices can 
then take advantage of credit card float, tap early 
payment discounts, and better manage surprise bills—
all while earning credit card rewards. Plastiq dental 
office clients have put payroll, taxes, and office rent on 
their credit cards on a regular basis. Learn more at www.
plastiq.com.   

NEWS BRIEFS
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NEWS BRIEFS

Delta Dental Member Companies  
Contribute $61 million in Community  
Benefits
Access to oral health care continues to be a challenge 
for millions of children and adults, with some never 
having seen a dentist. Delta Dental is committed to 
addressing this critical need through its not-for-profit 
national association. Member companies donated 
more than $61 million in direct and in-kind community 
outreach in 2017, helping more than 10.2 million 
individuals nationwide.  

Delta Dental member companies’ community 
benefits funding in 2017 assisted in the continuation of 
a successful, multimillion-dollar mobile dental program 
offered by Delta Dental of South Dakota. Two fully 
staffed mobile dental clinic trucks tour communities 
statewide on average 40 weeks per year to address the 
oral health needs of underserved children. 

By supporting 1,425 programs across the country 
last year, the Delta Dental companies increased access 
to oral health care through direct programming and 
financial support of dental workforce education; 
provided treatment to at-risk children and adults; 
and expanded oral health awareness, education, and 
wellness. 
For more information, visit www.deltadental.com. 

Dentists Supply Expands Coverage 
The Dentists Supply Company (TDSC) is rolling out 
access to its shopping site, www.tdsc.com, to dentistry 
members in nine additional states. The rollout is the 
first phase of TDSC’s nationwide expansion outside of 
California, allowing dentists to benefit from 20 percent 
average savings when compared to MSRP on a broad 
online catalog of supplies from authorized vendors, plus 
free shipping.  

TDSC leverages the collective strength of organized 
dentistry to deliver significant savings.

The expansion adds the states of Washington, 
Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Utah, Nevada, Arizona, 
Colorado, and New Mexico.

Additionally, TDSC has created a strategic alliance 
with Association Gloves & Supplies, an affiliate of 
the Michigan Dental Association, to expand product 
offerings and reach, allowing dentists throughout the 
West to leverage their collective buying power to save on 
dental supplies. Visit www.tdsc.com to learn more. 
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TRUSTEE NEWS

3rd District Trustee
Fatima Oglesby-Morris,  
DA, RDH

Washington, D.C., Dental Assistants 
Association Vice President Jess 
Deinlein sent out information to 
dental assistants to inform them 

that the DC Dental Assistants Association is active and 
ready to support dental assistants concerns—from 
employment to continuing education classes. The DC 
bylaws were updated and approved. The association is 
hoping to increase membership by hosting fun meet-
and-greet events. Dental assistants are encouraged 
to give back to the community and volunteer with the 
Colgate Van.

The 2018 Virginia Dental Association conference was 
held September 20-22 at The Homestead Omni Hotel in 
Hot Springs, Virginia. Representing the Virginia Dental 
Assistants Association were President-Elect Lynn Pooley 
and Secretary Linda Walker, CDPMA. The VDAA’s primary 
goal was to focus attention on the recently approved 
regulations governing the practice of dental assistants by 
the Virginia Board of Dentistry. These guidelines include 
the delegable duties for both DA I and DA II certificates. 
Many members of the Virginia dental community in 
attendance were unaware of the new guidelines, which 
state colleges are currently offering approved DA II 

coursework, and that DANB certification for DA I is a 
mandatory prerequisite for the DA II program. Included 
with the legislative handouts offered to everyone who 
visited the VDAA booth were membership applications 
and informative brochures for ADAA. Both of the VDAA 
representatives enthusiastically extolled the benefits of 
ADAA membership to all booth visitors. 

The Maryland Dental Assistants Association shares, 
with great sadness, the passing 
of Vernestine Maye-Jones on 
September 26. Maye-Jones was 
president of the association and 
passionate about her profession. 
She also served as Maryland 3rd 
District Trustee and truly felt 
accomplished for representing 
what she loved. Maye-Jones, an 
Army veteran, attended Temple 

University and was a Certified Dental Assistant for more 
than 30 years, earning emeritus status. A leader, Maye-
Jones made many connections in the dental field. She sat 
on the Howard Community College board and formed 
a partnership with the Maryland Dental Hygienists 
Association. She was dedicated ADAA and was grateful to 
have been mentored and inspired by other great leaders. 
I met her at a Team Smile charitable event where she 
was very informed about the duties of the dental 
assistant. Vernestine became my friend and my mentor, 
teaching me everything she knew about the dental 
assistant profession. No one can fill her shoes; she was 
one of a kind and will be truly missed. 

Special tribute by Maryland ADAA Past President 
Gloria Mckinnon: 

To Vernestine Maye-Jones  
Sunrise 8/28/52, Sunset 9/26/18  
We are deeply sorrowed in Maryland by the passing 

of Vern.  She was a friend, colleague and top notch CDA. 
Vern was a CDA for over 30 years. She loved the field so 
much that she started the Baltimore chapter for dental 
assistants in Maryland. Later she became the president and 
vice president serving many terms for the MDAA, under the 
leadership of the ADAA. Vern was the first woman of color 
and first 3rd district Trustee from the State of Maryland. 
Vern loved being a dental assistant, always had creased 
uniforms, white polished shoes, looking dapper in and 
outside of the office. Vern loved oral surgery and perio, 

Melissa Martinez (left) was happy to volunteer on the Colgate 
Van at the Kinderfest festival.
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she worked in the field for over 30 years. In our meetings 
she was very informed about anything, relating to the 
organization. Always punctual, energized, diplomatic, 
organized, and ready for new ventures.  We have lost Vern, 
but her dedication and wisdom will continue to propel us 
forward into new journeys. 

The 3rd District includes Delaware, District of Columbia, 
Maryland, Ohio, Virginia, and West Virginia.

4th District 
Kristy Eddleman
The states of the 4th District came 
together in the lovely, historic city of 
Charleston, South Carolina, last July 
for our third joint Annual Education 
Meeting. Friday evening, we gathered 

for wine and fellowship at the Comfort Inn Hotel. 
Saturday educational sessions included the following: 
John Comisi, DDS, MAGD, 2018 Dental Materials Update; 
Karen Comisi, CDA, RDA, FADAA, The Epic Assistant 
- Beyond Rock Star; and Lori Paschall, CDA, FADAA, 
The Real Lowdown on Sterile Processing Instrument 
Management. Lunch was sponsored by Atlanta Dental. 
The lunch and learn included a tour of the dental 
department at the Medical College of South Carolina. 
Saturday evening, a group toured the Charleston Harbor 
by boat while others spent time at the Charleston 
Market. We were honored to have ADAA President 
Natalie Kaweckyj and ADAA President-Elect Jan DeBell in 
attendance at our meeting.  

As the weather and the leaves turn to fall, 4th 

District has focused on education for our members. 
North Carolina Dental Assistants Association (NCDAA) 
held an education and board meeting September 21 
on Infection Control at Rowan Cabarrus Community 
College. The presenter was Vicky Wesner, CDA, dental 
assisting instructor at Central Carolina Community 
College. The NCDAA board meeting followed. The board 
also met October 28-29 to update bylaws and manual of 
procedures.  

In Tennessee, Chattanooga area dental assistants 
held their annual Fall Seminar at Chattanooga State 
University on September 21. Three hours of continuing 
education were presented by Jenny Brown, RDA, BS, on 
BLS Provider CPR.

Northern Kentucky DAS Annual Continuing Education 
Program was held on October 27. Four continuing 
education credits were offered. JoAnne Shumate, 
CDA, BS, EFDA, presented Dental Unit Waterline 
Contamination! Causes, Concerns and Control. Chris 
Combs from Carestream Dental presented Dental 
Practice Imaging, Scanning, Technology Systems: Trends, 
Tips, Tricks and Techniques.

Save the date: July 19-21, 2019, for the 4th District 
Continuing Education Meeting. This year, our host 
state is Tennessee. Bring your boots because we are 
headed to Nashville. All are welcome to join the fun and 
fellowship! See you there.

The 4th District includes Kentucky, North Carolina, South 
Carolina, and Tennessee.

TRUSTEE NEWS
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10th District 
Bonnie Marshall, CDA, RDA, 
EFODA, EFDA, MADAA, BS 

With the Annual Session completed, 
I am excited that our district had 
several new delegates attend from 
Washington and Alaska. Thanks goes 

out to these ladies for their willingness to participate in a 
successful meeting.

Oregon had its Annual Business Meeting in October 
followed by a successful planning session. Officers will 
remain the same as last year with Linda Kihs willing 
to continue as president. Donations to ADAA, Juliette 
Southard, and DANB scholarships were once again this 
year voted on and gladly given. Oregon will continue 
to strive to connect with members and non-members 
across Oregon in order to strengthen our association 
locally and nationally. Oregon hopes to connect with 
Washington for a joint education meeting during 2019. 

 Washington has begun to establish new members 
through better communication. As trustee, I hope to 
help Washington build its treasury so it can reach out 
across the state to connect with all dental assistants. The 
new officers are excited and will do their best to make 
this happen. Alaska is working on establishing better 
communication throughout the state. 

 Alaska is a hard state to have meetings and connect 
one-on-one with dental assistants due to distances 
between cities. I will continue to stay in contact with the 
members and try for a meeting in the spring. 

 Idaho and Montana do not have people that 
are active at this time. As trustee, I will continue to 
communicate with the members and work on re-
establishing an active state. 

The 10th District includes Alaska, Idaho, Montana, 
Oregon, and Washington.

TRUSTEE NEWS

Dental Assistants...
To speak at major meetings,

To write the Dental Assistant Journal, and
To develop CE courses and webinars.

Put your dental assisting knowledge 
and skills to work for you and 

your colleagues.

VOLUNTEER AND GET INVOLVED!
THE ADAA WANTS YOU!

Contact: Sidonia Peto at 
speto@ adaausa.org or 

call 877-874-3785, Ext. 229
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

OFFICER: Darlene Mundt, CDA 
(Nebraska) 

ADAA: Why is ADAA important to 
you? 
Mundt:  This professional 
organization has a long history in 
my home state of Nebraska. We 
just celebrated 100 years, as did 
Iowa, which is in my district. I have 

watched the changes over decades and believe if we 
are to survive, we must continue to improve and move 
forward. When I graduated from dental assisting school 
in 1968, I had no idea I would still be involved in ADAA in 
2018. 

ADAA: What motivated you to become actively involved 
in ADAA as an officer? 
Mundt:  As with most who are officers, my involvement 
began on the local level. Each month it was a chance to 
see other dental assistants (friends), learn new things, 
and have fun. After serving on a committee, I moved to 
higher level offices, including in my state association. 
Connecting with friends who shared their lives in 
dentistry was exciting. The state meetings were not only 
educational but fun. Serving as a registered lobbyist for 
the Nebraska Dental Assistants Association gave me so 
much insight into what could happen in the profession. 
As of last January (2018), dental assistants in Nebraska 
may become licensed. My great mentor Maureen Mosse 
encouraged me to run for a trustee position. We became 
close friends and she helped me so much. I have also 
worked in many dentistry venues, including private 
office (in Nebraska and Florida), city and county health 
departments, and dental assisting instructor. Upon 
retirement, I became a substitute in offices that needed 
help. Each position allowed me to see the many faces 
of the profession. I wanted to be a voice for all dental 
assistants regardless education level.   
 
ADAA: What inspires or motivates you about dentistry? 
Mundt:  The smiles—not just the ones created by 
treatment but the ones from patients, including people 
who are happy to see you, those who appreciate what 
you do, co-workers on a daily basis, groups who listen 
as you do oral health education to groups, student 
dental assistants who are excited about their chosen 

profession, dental students who realize how vital a 
good dental assistant will be to their practice, patients 
on mission trips to Mexico, and the many others you 
meet. Over the years, I have seen such incredible new 
treatments and patient care. Seeing fluoride added to 
the water in my city had one of the biggest impacts. To 
see children who almost had nursing bottle mouths go 
to children with few, if any, decayed teeth in a matter of 
a couple of years is beyond belief.   

ADAA: What advice or insight would you give an ADAA 
member who is contemplating running for office? 
Mundt:  I would suggest beginning on the local level. 
Get to know those in the group. Learn how the business 
of the association is conducted. Become familiar with 
the bylaws and how things are done. Most importantly, 
make new friends and have fun. Social activities bring 
you closer. Holiday gatherings, picking grapes as a 
fund raiser, spaghetti feeds, wine tasting, children’s 
museum oral hygiene instructions, and so many other 
experiences are fond memories I share with my friends 
who are dental assistants. Moving on to state level 
leadership will be easier if you start at the local level. 
State-level annual meetings involve business, education, 
and fun. Some of the best parties I ever attended were 
at state meetings. If moving to serving at the national 
level, be sure you have the time to put in the work. 
Consider starting by serving on a committee. It is my 
hope that the ADAA will someday again be able to 
have a face-to-face meeting to inspire members. It is 
expensive, but the enthusiasm from these meetings is 
contagious and inspires members to become involved.  
 
ADAA: Do you believe as an officer you were able to 
achieve the changes you envisioned when you first ran? 
Mundt:  I continue to strive to encourage some changes. 
As time passes, I have seen some good things happen. 
I have seen an association that was ready to fold begin 
to breathe again. I have seen a dedicated management 
group that is inspired help lead the ADAA down the 
right path. I have also seen an association that is still 
not congealed. One of my biggest hopes was to see 
ADAA promote all dental assistants regardless of 
education, yet in some areas CODA programs seem to 
be prioritized. I have seen situations where decisions 
made by the executive board were not what all wanted. 
I have seen membership decline. I have seen continued 
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mistrust by members.
My goal as trustee was/is to represent the members 

in Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas, and Missouri. I also serve the 
ADAA board and other members. I visit all of my states 
on a regular basis and have established friendships 
with many. I listen to them and pass forward their ideas 
and thoughts. I provide them with information from 
ADAA and encourage them to speak up. I encourage all 
members to speak up. On occasion, I have expressed 
ideas and concerns that were not always welcome but 
they were important to be shared.  

ADAA: How do you promote ADAA when representing 
the organization? 
Mundt:  Dental assisting is my life. Although I have a 
post-secondary education health occupations teaching 
degree, when people ask me what I do, I say I am 
a dental assistant. I conduct presentations at state 
meetings, visit local meetings, visit with students, 
distribute cards, and provide gift baskets (at my own 
expense) to be given at meetings. I provide gift bags to 
private offices during DARW and to students. I provide 
those same popcorn/candy bags to offices throughout 
states as I travel. I always include my card and ADAA 
information, including to states outside my district. I 
especially enjoy the small towns, where some offices 
have commented that “no one has ever stopped by and 
explained what ADAA is.” In the past few years, I have 
visited well over 300 offices. Because I am retired and do 
a lot of volunteer work, I have opportunities to educate 
people at all levels. I work with many low-income 
individuals who love information and free products.

I participate in every Mission of Mercy I can. I not only 
network with the assistants, but with the volunteers 
and the dentists. Just recently at the Missouri Mission 
of Missouri in Kirksville, I discovered there are no 
educational requirements for assistants in the state. 
Many dentists train their own assistants. I made it my 
goal to let them know ADAA has great educational 
courses that would allow their employees to learn 
about dentistry on their own time and at only the price 
of an ADAA membership. ADAA has the opportunity to 
continue to grow and succeed. It is a professional group 
but must also investigate how to bring the fun back into 
the organization. It is important that you, as a member, 
come up with ideas on how to put the good times back 
into the organization. 

Christye Gonzalez, EDDA 
(Colorado)

ADAA: As a member of ADAA, what 
changes have you seen over the 
span of your career as a dental 
assistant? 
Gonzalez:  The biggest change 
that I have seen since I became 
a dental assistant 7 years ago is 

the technology, and that will continue to be the biggest 
change. However, I see another growing positive 
influence in dentistry and that is the increased public 
education and awareness of the mouth and body 
connection. Providers in both the medical and dental 
field are helping this become a frequent conversation 
with patients, which means we are treating the whole 
body.    

ADAA: How would you encourage a potential member to 
join ADAA? 
Gonzalez:  My first statement to a potential member 
would be, “Where are you getting your continuing 
education?” As an ADAA member, your resources are 
limitless and the resources that the ADAA provides are 
priceless. Where else can you gather with your peers, 
learn about current events, and cultivate your career 
in one place? Furthermore, it is great to be able to read 
about other people in the profession and even meet 
them at conferences.   

ADAA: How would you describe the importance of 
becoming a member of the local, state, and national 
professional organizations?
Gonzalez:  I strongly feel that I have the opportunity 
to progress the dental assistant profession through 
legislation. And that starts on the local level. Having a 
local chapter is a way to talk to other dental assistant 
professionals and understand what could be modified 
and what needs to be protected. As a dental assistant, 
we have an obligation to recognize what is happening 
in our profession on a local, state, and national stage. 
Being informed through the ADAA is a wonderful 
resource to gain more information about events that 
need support from other dental assistants within the 
local chapters. If you don’t have a local chapter, consider 
starting one.

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
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ADAA: Why is ADAA membership important to you? 
Gonzalez:  Continuing education as a dental assistant 
is so important to me. If I am unsure of something or I 
need to find the literature to help someone understand 
their role and responsibility as a dental assistant, I go to 
the ADAA website. I trust the documents on the website 
to be accurate and include up-to-date legislation, 
which makes me feel confident that I am acting within 
my state regulations as a dental assistant. The ADAA 
is an untapped resource for new dental assistants 
and seasoned assistants. I also appreciate that there 
is a Fellowship and Mastership program available to 
me as I continue to learn. Through these programs, 
I feel supported and motivated to learn more in my 
profession and it gives me confidence.      

ADAA: When did you choose to become a member of 
your professional dental assistants association? 
Gonzalez:  To be honest, I did not know the benefits 
of being a member of the ADAA until my employer 
provided me with a membership for a year. But now 
that I am a member and see the great benefits that 
are available to me, I feel fortunate to work for a 
company that feels that ADAA is a valuable resource and 
encourages me to continue learning and be involved.  

ADAA: What inspires or motivates you about dentistry? 
Gonzalez:  I truly love working as an Expanded Duties 
Dental Assistant. There is a certain degree of artistry 
and engineering that comes with placing restorations 
and I take pride in the work I do. Additionally, inspiration 
comes from the teamwork that happens during a 
patient’s visit to help that patient because, as a team, 
we have a shared vision. To speak to the teamwork, 
the opportunities I have as a dental assistant outside 
the office cannot be counted. I collaborated with the 
Pacific Dental Services Foundation, a dentist, and friend 
to coordinate a mobile dental clinic that provided free 
dentistry to our community. In addition to that, I just 
returned from a trip to Ethiopia with the Pacific Dental 
Services Foundation where we helped so many patients 
of the Tigray Region. I am inspired by people who have 
a heart to serve and give, which is one of the reasons I 
became a dental assistant. 
  

ADAA: Have you networked with any other dental 
assistants as a member of ADAA? 
Gonzalez:  I have friends who are a part of the ADAA, 
which is another great aspect of being a member. Some 
of us went to school together and we let each other 
know of CE courses that were beneficial. As a continued 
member of ADAA, I certainly look forward to meeting 
more people in my profession. 

ADAA: What aspect of patient care do you enjoy, and 
why? 
Gonzalez:  I love the human connection. When a 
patient sits in the dental chair, they may feel their worst 
nightmare has just come true and they feel incredibly 
vulnerable. As a dental assistant, I have the unique 
opportunity to develop trust, not only with me, but 
also with the dentist who will be doing the work. I value 
that responsibility. Also when I work at the front desk, I 
have the chance to interact with patients on a different 
level, which adds to the relationship I am building with 
my patients. I want my patients to know that this is a 
partnership with their dentist and hygienist and I foster 
that relationship by openly communicating and listening 
to their concerns.   

ADAA: What would you say to dental assistants who say 
their doctor does not believe that ADAA membership is 
important? 
Gonzalez:  I encourage dental assistants to obtain their 
membership and take the CE courses. Read the journals 
and articles. Share your knowledge with your doctor 
and ask questions. Start a dialogue about current events 
because maybe they haven’t heard about all the great 
things available to help the assistants and it will help the 
practice, too. Let them know where you obtained your 
information, and over time, if not sooner, the doctor 
will realize the importance of membership. Don’t be 
intimidated with knowledge. Continue to learn and grow 
with your profession because it is constantly changing 
with the technologies and techniques. This is a great 
time to be a dental assistant.

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
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STUDENT: Riley Jensen 
(Michigan), 2018 Juliette A. 
Southard Scholarship Recipient 

ADAA: As a student, what 
motivated you to become a 
member of ADAA? 
Jensen:  It was a great opportunity 
to access not only scholarships but 
help me network and bring me in 

contact with more dental professionals. My professor 
encouraged me to join.

ADAA: What are your expectations of ADAA once you 
graduate? 
Jensen:  To continue helping dental assistants connect 
and have scholarship and continuing education 
opportunities available to them. 

ADAA: What benefits will you take advantage of as a 
member of the ADAA? 
Jensen:  As a member, I have already taken advantage 
of the wonderful opportunity ADAA has given me with 
scholarships! It has meant so much to me that I had this 
chance in my journey to become an RDA. 

ADAA: What inspires or motivates you about dentistry? 
Jensen:  That dental professionals are always needed. 
You can help change someone’s life and develop a 
relationship with a person in one day. Smiles give people 
so much confidence, and when someone finally gets 
a beautiful smile, it’s such a touching moment to be a 
part of. I love educating people about their oral health 
because so many people don’t realize the impact it has 
on the rest of their body. 

NEW MEMBER: Amy Hertling, 
CDA (New York) 

ADAA: Why did you choose to 
become a member of ADAA? 
Hertling:  I first learned of the 
ADAA while attending the Greater 
New York Dental Meeting. While 
walking the exhibition area, I came 
across the booth. I was excited to 

learn about all the member benefits and opportunities 

available to help advance my knowledge and my career. 
After gathering all the information from the table and 
speaking with the team at the booth, I knew this was an 
organization I had to be a part of. 

ADAA: Is there anyone who influenced you to become a 
member? 
Hertling:  My biggest influences have always been 
my husband David and my friend Connie, who also 
happened to be my office manager. They are constantly 
pushing me to better myself and to take advantage of 
every opportunity to advance in the field. I was a dental 
assistant for 6 years before joining the ADAA. 

ADAA: What has ADAA done for you professionally? 
Hertling:  Since joining the ADAA, I have been promoted 
to head dental assistant and clinical manager. I have 
taken advantage of the continuing education and tools 
offered by ADAA, which helped me pass the Dental 
Assisting National Board, earning my CDA. I am more 
confident as an assistant and a team leader. I am also 
hoping to complete my ADAA Fellowship in the near 
future. 

ADAA: What inspires or motivates you about dentistry? 
Hertling:  I am motivated by so many things—the 
patients who thank me at the end of their appointment 
for making them more comfortable and relaxed and the 
ones who compliment me on my knowledge and tell me 
how wonderful I am at my job. My biggest inspiration is 
my boss, who lets me know constantly how great I am at 
my position and who is always willing to help me better 
my career.  I am blessed to work in a great office with an 
amazing team of doctors, assistants, and hygienists.  

ADAA: Where do you see yourself in five years? 
Hertling:  I am hoping to obtain more certifications 
through DANB and eventually become a state-licensed 
dental assistant. I would like to become more involved 
with the ADAA as I am hoping to advocate for expanded 
dental assistant functions where I live.  

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

ADAA welcomes the following new members, who joined ADAA in 
September and October 2018

Natalie Anker MI
Fain Avery TX
Jennifer Bausman MI
Angela Bay WA
Lorrie Bergman MN
Stephanie Black VA
Charlene Bouley NH
Moneque Camp VA
Theresa Cannon MO
Kelly Connor MA
Lauren Cornett IN
Melissa Corson NH
Paula Covert NC
Taylor Cruzan IN
Rachel	 Degeneffe	 IN
Megan Di Dio MI
Billie Jo Donohue KS
Roni Edel MO
Barbara Edwardson CA
Stephanie Everhart NC
Tanika Ferguson TX
Gloria Fernandez RI
Jessica Forsberg CA
Margarita Frausto TX
Carrie Fronabarger MS
Ramil Gorospe CA
Sandra  Gray MI
Lucero Gutierrez IL
Avery Handel IA
Heidi Hessler-Allen VA
Angela Hill WI
Kayce Hollingsworth TX
Julia Holloway-Garrett MO
Roxanne Johnson CA
Melissa Juarez-Fregoso CA
Jasmin Kellison CA
Samantha King WI
Tabitha Kinyon MO
Tara Larkin NJ
Kassandra Looper TX
Danielle Luhring IA

Annie Madera NJ
Penny Mauk FL
Elizabeth  Melgoza  TX
Savannah  Miller VA
San Juanita Morales TX
Neimarie Morillo IN
Cynthia Mullins MA
Jenna Oliveira RI
Erwin Orendain CA
Nicole Panneton NE
Carla Pegues CA
Christina Peterson NH
Jasmin Phillips DE
Abigail Pinto MA
Elizabeth Prescott MI
Oksana Rapoport CA
Chasity Rivera TX
Stacy Roberts TX
Victoria Roumanas AZ
Susie Salazar CA
Katie Sharpe FL
Angela Sherlund IN
Amanda Shoopman IN
Rabia Singh IN
Sukhvir Singh IN
Tanya Strese WI
Lexie Sudol MI
Colleen  Sullivan NH
Kelly Sumpter OK
Katie Thalberg MN
Debra Tollas MA
Rochelle Tornabene MO
Tiffany		 Torrence	 CA
Jael Towers ND
Dana Triplitt OR
Galina Veiner MA
Elise Warren NH
Tiara Whitelow TN
Valashareion Whitlow VA
Michelle Wong CA


